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To Calculate:
Maximum container rate (MCR) on conveyor in containers per minute
Given: CP = container pitch (container-to-container spacing) in inches

RP = recommended sample pitch (distance resolution) in inches
SP = sampling period of sensor (cycle time) in seconds

Formula: RP x 60 seconds = MCR containers per minute
CPxSP

Example: CP = 4 inches
RP = 0.25 inch
SP = 0.003 seconds

Calculation: 0.25 x 60 seconds = 1250 containers per minute
4 x 0.003

To Calculate:
Required sensor sample period (SP)
Given: CS = conveyor speed in inches per second

RP = recommended sample pitch (distance resolution) in inches
Formula: RP = SP seconds

CS

Example: CS = 100 inches/sec.
RP = 0.25 inches

Calculation: 0.25 = 0.0025 sec. (or 2.5ms)
100

To Calculate:
Sample pitch (SD) or distance between samples
Given: CS = conveyor speed in inches per second

SP = sensor sample period in seconds
Formula: CS x SP = SD inches

Example: CS = 100 inches/sec.
SP = .0005 seconds

Calculation: 100 x .0005 = .05 inches

To Calculate:
Window edge drift (WS) due to temperature change.
(SM600, SM607 only. SM606 is temperature compensated)
Given: The window edges willdrift at the rate of 1.7% per 10°C

WE - window edge in question given as distance from sensor face in inches
TD = temperature shift in degrees Celsius

Formula: 0.017 x TD x WE = WS in inches
10

Example: WE = 2 inches
TD = 20°C

Calculation: 0.017x20x2 = .068 inches
10

Note: The speed of sound increases as the temperature rises therefore the windowedges will appear
to move toward the sensor as the temperature increases.

To Calculate:
Object distance (D)from inner windowedge using 0-10V analog sensor, indirect type.
Given: VOUT = output in volts

WW = window width in inches

VOUT x WW = D in inches
10

VOUT = 3.3 volts
WW = 4.625 inches

Calculation: 3.3x4.625 = 1.526 inches from the inside window edge

Formula:

Example:

10
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